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a b s t r a c t

Molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) are prepared and evaluated for the effective removal of the geno-
toxic impurity (GTI), 4-dimethylaminopiridine (DMAP), from aMometasone furoate (Meta) solution, used
as a case study relevant for the pharmaceutical industry. The MIPs formation by bulk polymerization is
assessed considering different temperature regimes as well as stoichiometry of template, functional
monomer, cross-linker, respectively DMAP, methacrylic acid and ethylene glycol dimethacrylate. A
design of experiment (DoE) is performed to establish conditions for a maximum GTI specific binding per-
centage, validated experimentally at a value of 98% for 5.03 mgGTI/gMIP, for a 256 ppm GTI solution. The
MIP robustness and recyclability are successfully evaluated over 6 cycles. Multistep approaches, using
MIP alone or in combination with organic solvent nanofiltration (OSN), are discussed aiming to minimize
API losses with removal of GTI to reach the threshold of toxicological concern (TTC) for two case studies.

� 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In recent years, pharmaceutical regulatory authorities have
shown increased concerns about impurities – especially genotoxic
impurities (GTI) – in active pharmaceutical ingredients (API) due to
their adverse effects on human health [1,2]. Sources for organic
impurities in the APIs include unreacted starting materials and
reagents, intermediates, catalysts, by-products, reagents and
degradation products, as extensively reviewed elsewhere [3].
When the formation of GTIs in APIs production cannot be pre-
vented, purification of the APIs must be performed until the GTI
is removed to satisfying levels. Conventional separation techniques
used in API purification include crystallization, filtration, distilla-
tion, the use of adsorbents, resins and column chromatography
[2,3]. Recently, the use of organic solvent nanofiltration (OSN)
has also been suggested to address this challenge [4,1]. Another
possibility involves the use of molecularly imprinted polymers
(MIPs), which explores the formation of selective binding sites in
polymers to target molecules by using a molecular template
[5,6]. MIPs are reported to be robust, insoluble in most media,
obtained by easy synthetic methods and have good reusability
[7]. These imprinted polymers have been developed as selective
materials for several applications on sensors [8], drug delivery sys-
tems [9], solid phase extraction [10], chromatography [11,6] and
more recently for the removal of potential GTIs from APIs
[12,13]. MIPs also have been suggested to be used in an API polish
step after removal of 1,3-diisopropylurea by OSN permeation, to
remove residual amounts of this urea from the retentate solution
[14]. The current study addresses an industrial challenge in the
synthesis of Mometasone furoate (Meta), which is the removal of
a genotoxic reactant, 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP), used in
one of the final steps of this API production. The current study is
focused on the removal of DMAP and the research approach taken
consists on the use of a synthetic solution prepared by dissolving
Meta and DMAP at known concentrations. However, this approach
does not consider additional challenges when translated to an
industrial setting due to the potential presence on solution of other
species, potentially carried out from previous stages, by-products
formed or traces of unreacted reagents, which can affect the speci-
ficity of the GTI removal.

Meta is a glucocorticoid steroid used topically to reduce inflam-
mation on skin (eczema, psoriasis) or airways (allergic rhinitis,
some asthma patients) pathologies [15,1]. The preparation of a
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MIP for specific removal of DMAP from a Meta solution in DCMwas
yet to be developed and inhere is identified the conditions that
maximize selectivity of an methacrylic acid based MIP not only
in identification of polymerization conditions used in its synthesis,
but also in the operations conditions to carry out to remove DMAP.
Therefore, a systematic study was followed to select the best con-
ditions to develop a MIP for specific binding of DMAP, using this
GTI as the template in the imprinting cross-linking polymer pro-
cess (Fig. 1); a DoE was applied for the selection of the best key
variables for the GTI removal, and; a multi-step approach using
either MIPs alone or in combination with OSN was quantitatively
discussed for a rational process design aiming to minimize API
losses, while reaching the threshold of toxicological concern (TTC).
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Methacrylic acid (MAA), ethylene glycol dimethacrylate
(EGDMA) and 4-dimethylaminopiridine (DMAP) were purchased
from Acros (Belgium). Dichloromethane (DCM), methanol (MeOH),
and hydrochloric acid (HCl) were purchased from Fisher Chemicals
(USA). 2,20-azobis(2-methylpropionitrile) (AIBN) was purchased
from Fluka (Switzerland). Acetonitrile (ACN) and formic acid solu-
tion was purchased from Aldrich (Switzerland). Mometasone furo-
ate (Meta) was kindly provided by Hovione FarmaCiencia SA
(Portugal). All chemicals were of reagent grade or higher and were
used as received.
2.2. Apparatus and analysis

Specific surface area and pore diameter of the polymeric parti-
cles were determined by nitrogen adsorption according to the BET
method. An accelerated surface area and porosimetry system
(ASAP 2010 Micromeritics) was used under nitrogen flow. FTIR
spectra were recorded as KBr pellets on a Nicolet 6700 spectrome-
ter in the 400–4000 cm�1 range using 2 cm�1 resolution. Visualiza-
tion of the morphology of the polymeric particles was performed
using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) on a FEG-SEM (Field
Emission Gun Scanning Electron Microscope) from JEOL, model
JSM-7001F, with an accelerating voltage set to 15 kV. Samples
were mounted on aluminum stubs using carbon tape and were
gold/palladium coated on a Southbay Technologies, model Polaron
E-5100. HPLC measurements were performed on a Merck Hitachi
pump coupled to a L-2400 tunable UV detector using an analytic
Macherey-Nagel C18 reversed-phase column Nucleosil 100–10,
250 � 4.6 mm, with a flow rate of 1 mL min�1 and UV detection
at 280 nm; eluents, A: aqueous 0.1% formic acid solution, B: ACN
Fig. 1. Predicted hydrogen bond interaction between the functional monomer
methacrylic acid (MAA) and the template 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) in the
polymer backbone structure.
0.1% formic acid solution; method: 0–3 min, 60–20% A; 3–4 min,
20% A; 4–8 min, 20–60% A; 8–15 min 60% A.

2.3. Preparation of polymers

Polymer compositions can be found in Table 1. The model GTI
(DMAP) was used as template in the preparation of MIPs, but
absent in the preparation of the control polymer labeled as non-
imprinted polymer (NIP). The synthesis of MIPs is described below,
with quantities exemplified for MIP2 preparation. MAA
(2.323 mmol, 197 lL) was dissolved in DCM (4.35 mL), which
works as the porogen. For MIP preparation, the DMAP template
(0.581 mmol, 0.071 g) was added to the MAA solution and left stir-
ring for 5 min. EGDMA cross-linker (11.620 mmol, 2.20 mL) and
the initiator AIBN (1% wt of total monomers) were added to the
polymerization solution, which was purged with a flow of nitrogen
for 5 min. The glass tubes were closed and the polymerization was
initiated by placing the tubes at 40 �C for 12 h, the temperature
was then increased, in increments of 5 �C/30 min, until 65 �C, tem-
perature at which the tubes were left for additional 4 h (method 1).
Alternatively, the polymerization was performed isothermally at
65 �C for 16 h (method 2). After polymerization, a white solid
was obtained, the tubes were opened and the polymers gently
crushed in a mortar. The polymers obtained were washed in a
Soxhlet-apparatus with a solution of 0.1 M HCl in MeOH for 48 h
for extraction of the template followed by washing with MeOH
for 24 h, then the polymers were dried in an oven overnight at
40 �C. The polymers were then grounded in a mechanical mortar
and sieved (Resh stainless steel sieves), and the fraction 38–
63 lm was used for polymers binding performance evaluation, as
well as chemical and morphological characterization. Quantitative
analysis of the washing and extraction steps indicated virtually
complete template removal. Conditions used are resumed in
Table 1.

2.4. Batch binding experiments

Batch binding experiments were evaluated placing 25 mg/mL
and 50 mg/mL of each polymer in a 1.5 mL of a 100 and
1000 ppm DMAP solution in DCM in independent vials, which
were sealed and stirred for 24 h. The same procedure was per-
formed for a DCM solution of 10 g/L of Meta spiked with
100 ppm of DMAP, as representative solute concentrations and sol-
vent of a post-reaction solution. Binding isotherms and kinetic
experiments were performed similarly with a load of 50 mg/mL
of MIP2 stirred in 1.5 mL of DMAP solutions in DCM. Solutions of
DMAP with different initial concentrations (5–1000 ppm) were
used for 24 h equilibrium experiments to estimate the isotherm.
Initial solution of a fixed 100 ppm DMAP concentration was used
for kinetic experiments, supernatant samples were taken at
5 min, 15 min, 30 min and at 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 24 and 33 h and analyzed
by HPLC. Experiments to set-up and validate DoE were performed
similarly for 24 h using MIP2 quantity and DCM solutions with
DMAP concentrations and volume as reported in the next section.
All these sets of experiments were carried out at 60 rpm and 25 �C.
Table 1
Polymer compositions: T – template, MAA – functional monomer, and EGDMA –
cross-linker.

Stoichiometry (mmol)

MAA EGDMA T Method

MIP1 0.4 1 0.1 1
MIP2 0.4 2 0.1 1
MIP3 0.4 4 0.4 1
MIP4 0.4 4 0.4 2
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After collection, the supernatant was filtered through syringe fil-
ters and analyzed by HPLC. The assays were all carried out in dupli-
cates against controls. DMAP bound to the polymer, acting as a
scavenger, was calculated from the equation given in (1).

qe ¼
V ½C0 � Ce�

M
ð1Þ

where qe (mg/g) is the amount of DMAP bound to the scavenger, C0
(ppm) is the initial DMAP concentration, Ce (ppm) is the equilibrium
concentration of DMAP in solution, V (L) is the volume of solution
used and M (g) is the scavenger mass.

2.5. MIP recyclability

MIP samples were regenerated by washing in a Soxhlet-
apparatus with a solution of 0.1 M HCl in MeOH for 24 h followed
by washing with MeOH for further 24 h, and then the polymer was
dried in an oven overnight at 40 �C.

2.6. Experimental design

A two level face-centered cube design (FC-CD) was performed
for three input factors: GTI concentration, MIP quantity and solu-
tion volume. Table 2 lists the value of each factor.

This FC-CD was composed by 16 runs: 8 factorial points, 2 repli-
cated center points (that provide an estimation of the experimental
error) [16] and 6 axial points. A second order model was obtained
by fitting the experimental data to Eq. (2).

y ¼ K þ b1ðx1Þ þ b2ðx2Þ þ b3ðx3Þ þ b1;2ðx1;2Þ þ b1;3ðx1;3Þ
þ b2;3ðx2;3Þ þ b1;1ðx1Þ2 þ b2;2ðx2Þ2 þ b3;3ðx3Þ2 ð2Þ

where y is the response measured (DMAP binding by MIP2), bi are
the regression coefficients corresponding to the main effects, bi,j are
the coefficients for the second order interactions and bi,i are the
quadratic coefficients.

The determination of the regression coefficients followed a
sequential backward elimination procedure, where the least signif-
icant terms (p > 0.05) of Eq. (2), in each step, were eliminated and
absorbed into the error. Nevertheless, in the case of significant sec-
ond order interactions or quadratics coefficients, the eliminated
terms corresponding to the main effects were reintroduced in the
model, but only if lack-of-fit test remained non-significant
(p > 0.05). The model containing all main factors (x1, x2, . . .) and
all possible interactions (x12, x1x2, x1x3, x22, . . .) was fitted using the
software Statistica. The statistical significance of all factors was
then evaluated by an analysis of variance (ANOVA) using a Fisher
statistical test. A p-value less than 0.05 was considered statistically
significant.

2.7. Solid phase extraction experiments

Solid phase extraction (SPE) experiments were performed on
Visiprep DL Vacuum Manifold equipped with 3 mL cartridges from
Supelco (Germany) that were packed with 50 mg of the selected
MIP between Teflon frits. 5 mL of the loading solution was added
to the polymer and the eluted solution analyzed by HPLC as
described before.
Table 2
Values of each variable of the central composite design.

Factor Low level (�1) Central point (0) High level (+1)

x1 DMAP (ppm) 7 100 600
x2 MIP (mg) 37.5 75 100
x3 Volume (mL) 1.5 3 5
2.8. OSN experimental setup

GMT-oNF-2 membrane was purchased from Borsig Membrane
Technology GmbH, Germany. In these experiments 500 mL of a
solution with 10,000 ppm of API and 1000 ppm of DMAP in DCM
was used. The METcell Cross-Flow System (Evonik MET) compris-
ing high-pressure filtration cells, a tank base and a gear pump
was used to carry out the cross-flow filtrations. The diafiltration
operation mode, the number of diavolumes, the membrane rejec-
tions, the API loss, the GTI removal, and the solvent flux were
determined according to methodology published elsewhere [1].
3. Results and discussion

3.1. MIP selection for GTI removal

The first main objective of this study is to develop an effective
MIP for specific DMAP binding, for which it was selected inexpen-
sive materials: (i) methacrylic acid, used as functional monomer to
provide a carboxyl group for interaction with the target molecule
(Fig. 1), and (ii) ethylene glycol dimethacrylate used to provide a
polymeric cross-linked structure. The conditions used for synthesis
of DMAP imprinted polymers are summarized in Table 1. Different
relative molar ratios of the components present in the polymer
assembling mixtures were assessed in batch binding experiments
(see Fig. 2).
3.1.1. Effect of initial GTI concentration and MIP load
The MIP with higher specific binding for the GTI, DMAP was

selected through preliminary tests using DCM solutions at two dif-
ferent DMAP concentrations and MIP mass loads. The two initial
DMAP concentrations selected for these studies, 1000 ppm and
100 ppm, are representative, respectively, of (i) a post-reaction in
our case study and (ii) a solution from which 90% of DMAP was
removed using another process previously to MIP stage, e.g. OSN
as previously reported [1].

DMAP binding to the MIPs are higher when this GTI is loaded at
lower concentrations (100 ppm) for any of the preparedMIPs. These
observations are aligned with previous results [1,17] for removal of
a potential GTI, 1,3-diisopropylurea by a similar MIP loaded at
50 mg/mL, which was 90%, but only about 50%, respectively from
a 100 ppm and 1000 ppm initial potential GTI solutions. This trend
is expected, as higher load GTI concentrations tend to saturate the
available binding sites. This effect will be further discussed consid-
ering GTI isotherm curve and DoE experiments. Still, it is important
to highlight that 78% DMAP removal (condition 50 mg/mL ofMIP2)
from a 1000 ppm GTI solution is significantly higher than the value
Fig. 2. Specific binding of DMAP in the MIP scavengers. DCM solutions of 100 and
1000 ppm of DMAP were loaded on 25 and 50 mg/mL of scavengers (38–63 lm).
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obtained for 1,3-diisopropylurea; allowing to envisage a possible
multi-step process using MIPs alone for API degenotoxification.

Additionally, for improved GTI removal we studied two MIP
loads, 50 mg/mL and 25 mg/mL, for both DMAP concentrations of
100 and 1000 ppm, translated in degenotoxifications performed
at two different MIPs to GTI loads. GTI binding increases as more
MIP is used corresponding to a higher availability of binding sites
for GTI molecules. Such difference is less stringent for the more
efficient polymers, MIP1 and MIP2, at the lower 100 ppm DMAP
concentrations; at higher MIPs to GTI loads, implying higher num-
ber of binding sites are available for GTI binding.
3.1.2. Effect of stoichiometry and conditions used in the polymerization
MIP1, MIP2 and MIP3 were prepared with increasing cross-

linker to functional monomer (EGDMA/MAA) molar ratios at values
of 2.5, 5.0 and 10.0 using method 1. The role of the cross-linker is to
fix the functional groups of MAA around the imprinted molecule
and form a highly cross-linked rigid polymer with cavities of com-
plementary shape to the template molecule. After removal of the
template, the formed cavities will provide improved recognition
of the target molecule. According to the literature, when the
dosage of cross-linker is low, such as in the case of MIP1, the poly-
mer cannot maintain a stable cavity configuration because of the
low cross-linking degree [6]. Indeed, increasing the EGDMA/MAA
molar ratios from 2.5 to 5.0 the DMAP binding for a 100 ppm solu-
tion increased from 84% for MIP1 to 93% for MIP2 when we used
50 mg/mL of the polymer. On the other hand, a high cross-linker
dosage confers too much stiffness to the polymer, not being able
to adjust to the binding sites. This is probably what happens for
MIP3, with a higher cross-linker degree and only 71% of binding,
when compared to MIP2 (93%). Note however that the template
to functional monomer molar ratio was 0.25 to MIP1 and MIP2
and 1.0 for MIP3 and MIP4. Whereas the molar ratio of
MAA/EGDMA most probably plays the major role on GTI binding,
the template to functional monomer molar ratio is also a key factor
for MIP performance. DMAP catalyses the methanesulfonylation
reaction of the Meta precursor with mesyl chloride (MsCl). MsCl,
in the presence of alcohols, can generate sulfonate ester species,
which are known to attack the DNA. Therefore removal of unre-
acted MsCl and resulting sulfonate esters is also crucial. In the cur-
rent study, MIPs with a lower template to functional monomer
molar ratio (MIP1 and MIP2) present higher GTI removals. It has
been described that this ratio has influence on the number of bind-
ing sites available and also for high values the non-specific binding
capacity is favored, lowering the binding selectivity [6]. The pres-
ence of a higher crosslinker ratio in MIP3 formulation lowers the
number of affinity binding sites due to the stiffness of the polymer,
which does not allow the cavities around the template to properly
adjust during polymerization [18].

The polymerization reaction conditions used also influence the
GTI binding. Whereas MIP1, MIP2 and MIP3 polymerization was
carried out with a gradient of temperature, MIP4 was prepared
isothermally at 65 �C for 16 h (method 2) at the same stoichiome-
try of MIP3, i.e. at an EGDMA/MAA molar ratio of 10. The results
suggested that the temperature gradient allows a better polymeric
chain adjustment on the creation of the binding cavities for molec-
ular recognition, resulting on a worse binding performance by
MIP4.
Fig. 3. IR spectra in KBr of MIP2 and NIP2.
3.2. MIP2 performance and characterization

3.2.1. Performance of the MIP2
From the four MIPs prepared, MIP2 exhibit the best performance

and therefore it was selected for further studies within this work.
This MIP was produced with a molar ratio of 1:4:20 for
template:monomer:cross-linker, which is also described in the
literature as a typical arrangement for a MIP preparation [5].

A non-imprinted polymer, NIP2, was prepared using the same
component molar ratio of 1:4:20 (T:MAA:EGDMA) and assessed
for GTI removal from a 100 ppm solution of DMAP loaded on
50 mg/mL of scavenger (38–63 lm) for testing in batch binding
experiments. The high DMAP binding in NIP can be attributed to
the interactions between the amine groups of DMAP and the car-
boxylic groups of MAA. However. the percentage of DMAP binding
was even higher for the imprinted polymerMIP2 (93%) when com-
pared with the respective non-imprinted polymer NIP2 (75%)
showing that the introduction of the template molecule, during
the preparation of MIP2 has a significant impact on the selectivity
of the polymer toward it, most probably due to favorable geomet-
ric presentation of the carboxylic groups and DMAP positioning
within the MIP matrices. The additional 18% of specific DMAP bind-
ing for MIP2, compared to NIP2, makes MIP2 a suitable scavenger
for this GTI.

In the context of API purification, for the pharmaceutical indus-
try, this gain in selectivity has a high economic impact. MIP2
degenotoxification potential was assessed in batch binding exper-
iments for a mixture of 10 g/L of Meta spiked with 100 ppm of
DMAP in DCM at a MIP load of 50 mg/mL. A 93% of DMAP was
removed from the solution, but 12% of the Meta was also non-
specifically bound to the MIP, which is a significant API loss. Still
these results represent a dramatic decrease in the amount of GTI
to API, starting from an initial ratio of 10 reaching a final ratio of
0.8 mgDMAP to gMeta. Note that 0.8 mgDMAP to gMeta is remark-
able close of the lower TTC established at a value of 0.75 mgDMAP/
gMeta when Meta is applied to manage skin related inflammation;
for the same API losses, a DMAP removal of 93.4% will meet the
required TTC. The API losses obtained are significantly high and
further SPE experiments were performed to reduce such value.
Such results will be further discussed in the context of acceptable
TTC values. Moreover, the binding for DMAP, on the presence of a
100 fold mass excess of Meta, was a similar value to the one found
in the absence of Meta, establishing that binding of DMAP to MIP2
is independent of the API concentration.

3.2.2. Characterization of the MIP2
The selectedMIP2 and NIP2were further characterized by FTIR,

BET and SEM. FTIR spectra of the polymers (Fig. 3) showed the
characteristic peaks of carboxylic acids (from the MAA functional
monomer) corresponding to the strong and broad band for the
OAH stretch in the region 3200–2800 cm�1, centered at about
3000 cm�1. The carbonyl stretchC@O, from the saturated andunsat-
urated aliphatic esters, from the EGDMA cross-linker and the MAA
carboxylic group corresponds to the intense band at 1750 cm�1.
The typical carboxylate CAO stretch (1300 cm�1) and OAH bends
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(1430, 950 cm�1) were also observed. The similarity between the
spectra of MIP2 and NIP2, and the absence of characteristic peaks
corresponding to the GTI molecule, suggests complete removal of
the template molecule.

According to the results for BET analyses presented in Table 3,
MIP2 presents a lower surface area and lower average pore diam-
eter than NIP2 which supports the idea that the higher DMAP
adsorption for MIP2 (93%) than NIP2 (75%), is due to a specific
interaction process and not due to higher surface area for adsorp-
tion in the MIPs [19]. No significant differences were found
between MIP2 and NIP2 polymers on SEM images presented in
Fig. 4, depicting the morphologies with agglomerates of smooth
surfaced nanoparticles.

MIP2 recyclability proved to be robust without loss of selectivity
for the GTI. After binding assays, MIP washing with 0.1 M HCl in
MeOH solution allows to remove the template and reuse the MIP
in further DMAP removal. The DMAP binding remained fairly con-
stant �94% and similar to the initial value of 93% over 6 assays per-
formed. The possibility to recycle a MIP scavenger without
efficiency loss is crucial from an industrial point of view.
3.3. GTI removal by MIP2 as a function of key variables

3.3.1. Design of experiments
For further study of the effect of DMAP concentration vs MIP

quantity load into DMAP removal, a statistical experimental design
was performed. A face-centered cube design (FC-CD) was devised
to characterize the effect of GTI concentration (x1, ppm), MIP quan-
tity (x2, mg) and solution volume (x3, mL) on the percentage of
binding (%), used as response variable. Details of the design and
the experimental results are given in Table 4.

The outcome of the ANOVA can be visualized in a Pareto chart
(Fig. 5), in which the absolute value of the magnitude for the
standardized estimated effect (the estimate effect divided by the
standard error) of each factor is plotted in decreasing order and
compared to the minimum magnitude of a statistically significant
factor with 95% of confidence (p = 0.05), represented by the vertical
red dashed line.

The Pareto chart shows DMAP concentration is the variable
with greatest impact on the quadratic function for the GTI binding,
followed by the interaction between the DMAP concentration with
MIP quantity and solution volume. The factors not statistically sig-
nificant at confidence level of 95% were pooled into the error term
and a new reduced model was obtained using only the significant
factors for the new regression, described by Eq. (3).

Binding ð%Þ ¼ 48:72þ 0:42x1 � 0:001x21 þ 0:05x2 þ 0:66x3

þ 0:001x1x2 � 0:02x1x3 ð3Þ
In the ANOVA analysis (Table 5) performed on the reduced

model a lack-of-fit test, which compares the residual error (i.e.,
the error associated with the fitted model) to the pure error from
replication at the central point, was also evaluated and in this case,
a p-value higher than 0.05 was obtained, stressing that the model
is statistically significant. For the binding, an R-square value of
0.98431 was obtained indicating a good response between the
model and the experimental results.
Table 3
Physical properties of MIP2 and NIP2, obtained by multipoint BET method.

BET surface area
(m2 g�1)

Pore volume
(cm3 g�1)

Average pore diameter
(nm)

MIP2 207 0.024 5.6
NIP2 242 0.025 7.3
The area contours for binding percentage as function of GTI con-
centration and MIP quantity (Fig. 6A) and of GTI concentration and
volume of solution (Fig. 6B) were calculated using the reduced
model expressed by Eq. (3).

The high GTI binding yields were obtained for DMAP concentra-
tions in the range 250–350 ppm, for 100 mg of MIP2 and 1.5 mL of
GTI solution. The highest binding value of 95% was found at a
DMAP concentration of 285 ppm (Table 6), which is close to the
value found experimentally for a 100 ppm solution at a MIP2 load
of 50 mg/mL; indicating a probable saturation of MIP2 binding
sites, since for a higher MIP quantity (66.7 mg/mL) the gain in
GTI binding is not significant. To confirm this trend a complete
isotherm was experimentally evaluated at 50 mg/mL and 1.5 mL
volume, varying the DMAP initial concentration (Fig. 7) in which
we can observe the binding saturation to happen around the range
of concentration values obtained from the statistical model, 250–
350 ppm. Moreover, the binding percentages for the best values
of 100, 259 and 307 ppm of DMAP solution with 75 mg of MIP2
and 285 ppm of DMAP with 100 mg with 1.5 mL of solution is also
reported in Table 6.

3.3.2. Equilibrium and kinetic of DMAP binding to MIP2
The adsorption isotherm for DMAP by MIP2 is shown in Fig. 7.

The top panel shows the DMAP binding percentage as function of
the initial DMAP solution concentration. As described in the pre-
liminary results there is a decrease in DMAP binding percentage
to the MIP with increase of DMAP concentration from 100 to
1000 ppm in the starting solution is used, which is most probably
related with a decrease in the proportion of available binding sites
in the polymer to the candidate solute molecules to binding, still as
illustrated in the isotherm curve shown in the middle panel, poly-
mer binding saturation was not completely reached within the
range of DMAP concentrations tested. For an initial DMAP concen-
tration below 256 ppm, there is a decrease on binding efficiency
with decrease on DMAP concentrations, which is typical of adsorp-
tion processes, therefore to establish the type of isotherm followed
the experimental data were fitted to different mathematical mod-
els of adsorption. The correlation coefficients for the Freundlich
plot at a value of 0.9467 is higher than for the Langmuir plot at a
value of 0.8213, showing that DMAP adsorption by MIP2 follows
the Freundlich model at room temperature (Fig. 7). This model
assumes that as the DMAP concentration increases, the concentra-
tion of the GTI on the MIP surface will increase also [20]. Addition-
ally, this model is indicative that we are in the presence of a
heterogeneous binding site distribution which is one of the charac-
teristics of polymers obtained by bulk polymerization [5,6]. The
physical parameters determined for the theoretical binding models
are included in the supporting information. Additionally, the kinet-
ics of binding betweenMIP2 and DMAP was evaluated for an initial
solution of 100 ppm establishing that the binding process is very
fast reaching the maximum 93% of GTI binding in less than
5 min, which remains constant over the next 33 h.

3.4. SPE experiments and process design for API purification

3.4.1. SPE experiments
A significant fraction of Meta (1.2 g/L) was non-specifically

bound by MIP2 in batch binding experiments. In order to promote
specific over non-specific binding, and prevent significant Meta
losses, we performed studies employing SPE with a MIP2 load of
50 mg to 5 mL DCM, i.e a MIP load of 10 mg/mL. In such experi-
ments, from solutions of 10 g/L of Meta and 100 ppm of DMAP,
0.4 g/L ofMetawere lost. However, the percentage of DMAP binding
was also lower to a value of 88% rather than the 93% obtained for the
batch experiments. Overall, in the SPE experiment the contamina-
tion of Meta was decreased from 10 mgDMAP/gMeta to



Fig. 6. Response surface plots of the central composite design for the optimization
of DMAP binding by MIP2. Effect of: (A) DMAP concentration and MIP quantity; (B)
DMAP concentration and solution volume on the binding.

Fig. 4. SEM images of MIP2 (left) and NIP2 (right) polymer particles.

Table 4
GTI binding percentage for each experiment of the central composition design.

Exp. x1 x2 x3 Binding (%)

1 7 37.5 1.5 52.69
2 7 37.5 5 61.17
3 7 100 1.5 59.09
4 7 100 5 57.72
5 600 37.5 1.5 66.02
6 600 37.5 5 22.78
7 600 100 1.5 93.94
8 600 100 5 60.25
9 7 75 3 55.43

10 600 75 3 67.34
11 100 37.5 3 80.36
12 100 100 3 92.83
13 100 75 1.5 93.50
14 100 75 5 86.02
15 100 75 3 91.10
16 100 75 3 90.71

Fig. 5. Pareto chart for the standardized effects of the variables DMAP (x1), MIP (x2)
and volume (x3) on the DMAP binding by MIP2.

Table 6
Validation of the model predictions.

[DMAP] (ppm) MIP (mg) Volume (mL) Binding (%)

285 100 1.5 95
100 75 1.5 93
256 75 1.5 98
307 75 1.5 93

Table 5
Results of the analysis of variance (ANOVA) performed to the model.

DF SS MS F-value p-Value

Error 6 83.37 13.89
Lack of fit 8 96.70 12.09 158.95 0.0613
Pure error 1 0.076 0.076
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1.25 mgDMAP/gMeta in a single step, whereas a value of
0.8 mgDMAP/gMeta was previously obtained for a single step batch
experiment at 50 mgMIP/ml. Nevertheless, SPE experiments were
conducted at a MIP load and a GTI to MIP ratio 5 times lower than
in the batch experiment. For a more fair comparison, a batch
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Fig. 8. DMAP binding in SPE experiments for MIP2.

Fig. 7. Top: DMAP binding isotherm for MIP2. Middle: MIP2 adsorption capacity of
various concentrations of DMAP. Bottom: Fitting of the DMAP adsorption isotherm
to MIP2 at lower solute concentration range to Langmuir and Freundlich models.
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experiment with the same MIP load of 50 mg in a 5 mL into a
100 ppm DMAP solution, i.e the same MIP load of 10 mg/mL used
in the SPE, was performed in batch. This experiment resulted in a
decrease on DMAP binding to 77%, a value lower than the 88%
obtained for the SPE experiments in similar conditions and an API
loss of 4%, i.e at this lower MIP loading degenotoxification in batch
only reach a 2.4 mgDMAP/gMeta limit. Confirming that, compared
to batch experiments, SPE operation mode promotes the specific
interaction of the MIP toward the GTI and the use of lower MIP load
can contribute tominimize the API losses. This is the reasonwhywe
decide to maintain the ratio of 50 mgMIP/mL and increase the solu-
tion volume to 5 mL. The percentage of DMAP binding as function of
the initial DMAP concentration for a 10 mgMIP/ml load for a SPE
operation is presented in Fig. 8, with GTI removal by the MIP being
significantly more efficient at lower GTI concentrations.
3.4.2. Process design for API purification
The amount of GTI allowed in APIs is determined considering an

acceptable TTC value of 1.5 lg/day and the maximum daily dose
(g/day) [21]. In here, two case scenario are considered, the intake
of a maximum daily dosage of 200 lg and 2 mg of Meta, respec-
tively, to reduce inflammation on airways and skin; which represents
a degenotoxification of API to reach 7.5 and 0.75 mgGTI/gAPI
limits. Considering the results discussed in the previous section,
the SPE experiments were performed with a 10 mgMIP/mL load
which much probably is suboptimum concerning DMAP removal,
but offers lower API losses. Therefore, the challenge in the
multistep process design is to reach the degenotoxification levels
targeted with the minimal losses in API. In a first approach,
5 successive steps of DMAP removal by MIP were performed and
the results obtained are represented in Fig. 9. API recovery
decreases over each step, being required 4 (1.7 mgGTI/gAPI) or 5
(0.4 mgGTI/gAPI) steps to comply with the thresholds established
for the airways (7.5 mgGTI/gAPI) or skin (0.75 mgGTI/gAPI) inflam-
mation management case study studies, respectively. However,
such results were only achieved at a high significant losses of API
between 16% and 20%, considering this values a strategy of single
step increasing the MIP load could be more efficient. Recall that
in a single batch step using a MIP load 5 times, a limit of
0.8 mgDMAP/gMeta was previously obtained, with 12% API losses.

The results in Fig. 8 clearly show the inefficiency on MIP binding
of the SPE operation at DMAP at high concentrations with only 28%
DMAP binding. The first steps applied to remove the DMAP at high
concentration penalize overall API efficiency without a significant
gain in GTI removal. In the SPE multistep operation, i.e. using
MIP alone, to reach the limits aimed, 7.5 and 0.75 mgDMAP/gMeta,
it is required at least 4 or 5 steps (Fig. 9 top panel). Consequently,
the cumulative losses in API become significant with at values of
16% and 20%, respectively. The use of OSN diafiltration approach
for removal of GTI from API was previously established [4] and
applied to separation of DMAP from META [1] in a comparative
study with other conventional technologies, such as recrystalliza-
tion. In such study was assessed the efficiency on DMAP removal
and Meta losses as a function of diavolumes used, establishing
higher GTI removal over API losses for the first four diavolumes,
but lower incremental performance for subsequent diavolumes.
Therefore, considering higher performance for the first diavolumes
of OSN at higher DMAP concentrations and higher DMAP removal
at lower concentrations for MIPs operations; it is here assessed
quantitatively a multistep process consisting of first x diavolumes,
followed by y-steps of MIP–SPE operations on a total (x + y) of 5
steps. The results obtained are presented in Fig. 9 (bottom panel),
where it is shown that the use of OSN alone at 5 diavolumes (x:
y = 5:0) provides a route for Meta degenotoxification minimizing
API losses, which is sufficient for Meta dosages associated with air-
ways inflammation therapies (requirement of 7.5 mgDMAP/
gMeta), but not when Meta is intend to be used in for skin



Fig. 9. Performance of a multistep process concerning DMAP removal, Meta losses
and level of degenotoxification of DMAP to Meta limit reached for (A) 5 successive
SPE steps using MIP alone (top panel) and (B) combining OSN and MIP operations in
x diavolumes and y SPE steps, respectively (bottom panel).
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inflammation (requirement of 0.75 mgDMAP/gMeta). On the other
hand the use of MIPs-SPE in 5 steps process, alone or in combina-
tion with OSN, always fulfill the requirements for both airways and
skin inflammation (degenotoxification reaches a ratio below of
0.75 mgDMAP/gMeta). Still the use 5 steps of MIP–SPE alone
implies a significant API loss (20%), which can be mitigated using
the OSN diafiltration, reaching a value 7.6% of API losses of in the
case of using a diavolume of 5 followed by a single MIP–SPE
(x:y = 5:1). Note that OSN has been suggested to be used in the
context of pharmaceutical industry not only for degenotoxification
[4], but also for direct recovery of APIs [22–24] or for recycling
catalysts [25,26] and chiral resolving agents [27,28].

The use of solvent intensive processes poses additional environ-
mental concerns, a preliminary estimation of DCM use points out
for values of 530–670 kgDCM/kgMeta for 4–5 SPE–MIP purification
steps, respectively, when MIPs were used alone; and 800 kgDCM/
kgMeta for a multistep process when a OSN diafiltration stage of
5 volumes precedes 1 MIP polishing step. These values are based
in laboratory data where 10 g/LMeta, while 36.6 g/LMeta [15] are
used industrially, therefore solvent use per Kg of API is overesti-
mated at least by a factor of 3.6. Note that solvent use estimated
fall within the range of application of chromatographic methods
for some API purification, in which elutant can reach 1000 L per
kg of API in a first chromatographic step [29], with API being later
concentrated for further purification steps. These values are all
extremely high and solvent recycling in place by distillation of
DCM, a low boiling point, is highly recommended. Alternatively,
and in particular for solvents of higher boiling points, there is a call
for implementations of low solvent intensity methodologies, such
as cascade chromatography [30], OSN-chromatographic hybrid
processes with solvent recycling [31] or membrane processes for
solvent recycling [32,33].

Moreover, considering an OSN diafiltration of 5 diavolumes fol-
lowed by 1 SPE–MIP, in the experimental conditions used, would
be needed 1:1 mass equivalent of MIP for Meta recovered. This
value is lower than the reported for resin based separations which
are higher than 20:1 for a resin:API ratio [34–36]. Still it points out
for the need to recycle the MIP, which in the current work was
shown over 6 recycles without decreasing its binding performance
for DMAP.
4. Conclusion

The potential use of molecular imprinted polymers prepared
from MAA as functional monomer for the effective removal of
DMAP from an API solution was investigated. The conditions that
yield a MIP with higher binding affinity to DMAP are the ones used
on the preparation of MIP2, where a MAA:EGDMA:template ratio
of 0.4:2.0:0.1 was used and polymerization temperature after an
initial plateau for 12 h at 40 �C increases to 65 �C at 5 �C/30 min,
at which temperature tubes were left for additional 4 h. Adsorption
of DMAP by MIP2 was found to be effective at room temperature.
For MIP2 DMAP adsorption increased with increasing initial con-
centration of GTI, reaching equilibrium saturation. Our results
show that, even in a typical industrial scenario, where DMAP is
present in low concentrations compared to high amounts of API,
we have an effective removal of about 93% of DMAP with a DMAP
concentration of about 100 ppm. This resulted in a 12% loss of API
when present in a 100 fold excess to the GTI due to non-specific
binding. However, with MIP2 operated in an SPE experiment the
API loss is reduced to 4% with 88% GTI removal. We proposed a
combined strategy of OSN with one MIP2 stage in SPE operating
mode. In this way we can remove more than 99.7% of GTI with a
8% loss of API to reach a final ratio lower than 0.3 mgDMAP/gMeta.
DoE experiments revealed a good match with experimental results
and the best DMAP/MIP2/volume target ratio was determined to
maximize GTI binding.
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